
Magnifier luminaire Opticlux LED
OPTICLUX has everything a modern magnifier luminaire 
is meant to have: a robust magnifier with 1.9x magnification, 
the latest LED modules, ergonomically tested arm joints 
and intuitive operation. OPTICLUX's biggest plus is its 
daylight-quality light field, its outstanding color 
rendering properties and its maintenance-free 
life cycle.
As an approved medical device, it can be 
versatilely used in dermatology, human  medicine, 
dentistry and veterinary medicine,  in labor-
atories and for monitoring sterilized products.

Color temperature daylight white 6 500 K
Acrylic lens with 3.5 diopters
Color rendering properties CRI > 93, R9 > 90, R13 > 95
Bright, homogeneous light field
Continuously dimmable
Universal fastening
Durable premium casing

OPTICLUX with Wood light
Model especially suitable for dermatologists, 
veterinaries and for forensic medicine.

The wood light model combines two lighting
modes in one device: daylight white illumination 
and Wood light. This means that different 
examinations can be performed with just 
one light.

Other Wood luminaires require the room to be
completely darkened. Thanks to powerful 
BLB LEDs, the Opticlux doesn't need this,
which means more time with the patient.

Optional Wood light: peak at 365 nm

Item Art no
15 814 000

15 815 000

15 816 000

15 817 000

14 228 000
090-5001
090-5005
15 595 000

Opticlux 10-2 P TX, Woodlight (for mount on
attachment for table, wall, rail and floor stand)

Opticlux 10-1 P TX, (for mount on attachment 
for table, wall, rail and floor stand)

Opticlux Ceeling 10-2 C T1, Woodlight 
(including ceeling attachment)

Opticlux Ceeling 10-1 C T1, (including 
ceeling attachment)

Tillbehör till 15 814 000 och 15 815 000
Bordsfäste
Väggfäste
IVA-fäste
Golvstativ

Approved medical device compliant with EN 60601-1

Wall attachmentRail attachment Floor stand
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